The Arena 330 Shipper™ Top 10 Benefits

The Best IBC in the World!
1) Only weighs 175 pounds (73 kg)

 Ship more product with light weight totes
 Easy to position for fill

2) Collapses down to 14.7” for a return ratio of 3.5 to 1
 Lower returned freight
 Less storage space needed

3) Complete container system for storage & transportation of non-hazardous bulk liquids
Eliminates cleaning process equipment
Allows for smaller batching
Offload a tanker into 15-20 totes for storage
Isolates lots






4) All plastic, single wall construction, made with a durable specialty-engineered resin








Lighter weight
Longer lasting
Will not collect contaminates if pierced
Durable like a car bumper or football helmet
No metal to rust
No metal frame to bend and weaken stacking or storage strength
No wood to act as a host for contaminants

5) Full totes stack up to 4 high in warehouse and 7 high in trucks when collapsed
 Less warehouse space needed
 Truckload of full totes returns in 2 skid spaces
 No racking needed
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Less Space & Less Waste!
6) 45 x 48 footprint with integrated 4 way access plastic pallet




Easier to handle in a warehouse
Fits in a standard truck trailer with no dunnage 2 across
No need for special export wooden pallet

7) 330 gallons, equals 6 - 55 gallon drums in the space of 4







Less handling when filled or discharged
Fewer set ups of fill or discharge equipment
Less cleaning due to container switch over at fill or discharge
Takes up less warehouse or truck space
More solid when stacked
No wooden pallet

8) Reusable for 60-70 cycles and then easily repairable, lasts for years




Low cost to use
Low cost to repair
Less landfill waste

9) Single operator quick set up and tear down




Lower operator cost
Less chance of accidents
Less training required

10) Bag-in-Box design for top or bottom discharge
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No cleaning of container after each use
Less chance of contamination
Longer shelf life
Residual minimization with Air-Evac®
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